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With the New LEO VPSE
the difference is clear...

Take a look at tfrie two
micrograph; of pollen on the
left. Botli were taken in
variable pressure mode, nrrj
using a backscattered electron
dctetlor, the- oilier using
LEO's new VPSE |\fcrial>le
pressure Secondary Electron)
detector. For low atomic
mirnbtr material such as this,
thp difference is clear-arid so is
tlie image taken with the VPSE!

Together with trie powerful
LEO 43BVP, trie key benefits
include:

T Imaging and ELDS of non-
conducting, outclassing or
beam sensitive specimens

T Secondary electron
imaging in high and low
prrsEurc modes

T Operates at low kV far
true surface imaging in
VP mode
Examine hydrated and wet
specimens with the
optional peltier stage
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The Function of a Water Logd
in A Laboratory Microwave
Steven E. Slap, Energy Beam Sciences

There are three viays ttiel objects can resect to
microwave cavity:

energy

1. They can absorb microwave enengy. This is the case ivith all polar
molecules (substances with positive and negative ionic pates). Examples
include water, alcntwis and biological specimens. Objects which absorb
microwave energy will get hot as a result. The total amount of microwave
absorbing material within the miaowave cavity is called the "load."

2. They can reflect microwaves. Triis is (he case with metals. The func-

tion of the medal walla vAich make up a microwave cavity is to keep the

micjovnave energy wttiin the cavily. The metal walls themselves will not gel

hot.

3. The/ can tie "microwave-transparent." This is liie case with many non-
polar molecules, such as paraffin and many plastics. Objects which ane
microwave transpanent will heet very poorly in a microwave,

In processing 1iss«e specimens For elegiron microscopy or histology,

(he amount of micruwavable material in the cavily can he quite smalt. Thai

is, il is often the case that a microscopist wants to heat relatively tin/ speci-

mens in small volumes of solution (alcohols for dehydration, or a fixative, for

example), Such specimens, being polar, will absorb microwave energy very

quickly.

The situation is exatsftetecl when Ihe specimens are in a microwave-

Irartsparent solulion - an epoxy cr acrylic resin of wax, for example. The

small specimens will ojuickly absorb micrawavE energy while Ihe plastic or

wax will absorb very little. This is Ihe primary cause of overheafing of speci-

mens: for microscopy.

Traditionally, the solution proposed tor this problem has been the introduc-

tion of a water load, sometimes called a 'dummy load," into (he microwave 03U-

i1y. Many published papers recommend putting a small container of 100-150 ml

room temperature water in a back corner of the jnienwrave cevily to absorb

"excess* microwave energy. The theory behind this is that Ihe water wilJ absorb

enough cf the microwave energy so that the specimens will have much less

energy left over to absorb and will, tiierefane, not overheat.

ThN solution, however, causes new problems. Mosl laboratory microwaves

have been designed to minimize variations of temperature fJiof1 and 'oolcT

spots) within the cavity. This is accomplished by means of a microwave stirrer.

a carousel, or both. Ideally, (here should be IJUe vafiaBon in microwave "density"

from one spot in the cavity to another. Hoiwever. when a water load is iri&oduced

into the cavity, it attracts the microwave energy, causing the ctiatrfcution of mi-

crowaves within ihe cavily to become very uneven. This effect can easily be

seen through flie. use of a "neon bulb array." The area around (he water load

becomes very hot, and the rest of the cavity becomes relatively, but unevenly,

cold.

There are: KWD toys around (his problem. The first is to use a water load

which consists of a iray containing a shallow pool of water vihich essentially fills

Ihe Tear of the cavily evenly. This accomplishes foe job of the water load to

attract microwave energy away (THT the specimen, without changing Hie dislii-

bulion of microwave energy within the cavity. An even better solution is to meas-

ure and control the temperature of the solution containing Ihe Specimens.. Using

an accurate thermocouple temperature pnotae and a lefrpetature: con&Dller

(similar to a thermostat], (he temperature of any solution can be directly moni-

tored and mainlained at a level which permits overheating. Another advantage of

this method is that it insures consistency and repraducfiility, because: a series

of specimens can be exposed to a specific temperature for a specific period of

tme, i

Front Page Image
A Christmas Snowflake

This rather special snow/Make, wag captured by John Delly of the McCrana Re&oarcli Institutes several years ago. This image, at
approximately SO X, and other aspects of snowflake Imaging are reviewed In the article "Stars of Snow" on page S of thts I
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